
We Had Better Once Die and then Reincarnate Someone New. 2021/9/9
“If you know your enemy and yourself,even a hudred battle become not danger”-Sun Tzu

If you still could not cut off sweet past memory, it would cause you awful future.After all,
overwhelming mass of you & me would be killed by the wicked spirit in high place the very
few.It is outrageous stupidity.Once we=past must die and then reincarnate someone new.

Part :Why the World Has Become so Unprecedently Awful by Covid?
Why Jew has been being so percecuted to encounter Holocaust,It not such racial
discrimination,but they has been being hated as Class Struggle History Creators
<Judaism,Christianism,Communism,..>by the White Western Rulers.UK Emperor and US
Wealthiest the Highest Hereditary,the Wicked Spirits in High Place.NAZIS was funded by
US Capitalist and they were reincarnated in USA<the CIA-Military Industry Complex>.
Thus the modern(future)world history essence never has been changed< Holocaust>
They have been Satan worshipers of Deception and Violence< Upside Down World>
https://upsidedownworld.org/
The final aim of evil mass vaccination may be not Covid onset at now,but insidous and cruel
global immune collapse<ADE AIDS(HIV) Vaccine Holocaust> in coming years later.

Dr. Henry Kissinger's Speech on Eugenics at WHO Conference (2009/2/25)
https://quasimoto3.exblog.jp/241184972/
The game is over when the sheep accept the compulsory vaccination.They accept anything
(even forced donations of blood and organs) "to make society better".If vaccination is
successful, the young people's genes will be rearranged and they will not be able to give
birth. .. .. ...To "make society better".If you control the hearts of the sheep, you can control
them.Vaccine makers exist to make money.And now, many of the people in this room are
investors.We are the winners!
Once prince Philipp(UK) told,In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return
as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war...Konoe Fumimaro the Japan emperor
family member at that time).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-
exposed/
The Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics
http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796
EUGENICS,ROCKEFELLER AND ROEV.WADE
http://www.catholicleague.org/eugenics-rockefeller-and-roe-v-wade-2/
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Part :Operation EndGame vs Operation New Z-World. 2020/7/6,8,9,10
http://www.Operation-EndGame-vs-Operation-New-GWorld.pdf
This is final struggle between the wicked spirit in highest place(NAZI ideologue) and Global
People Awakened. Virus Riot now is the 1st stage of EndGame toward global depopulation
planed by NAZI-USA.They decided to execute it in facing imminent Climate Worsening
causing global foods collapse and the consequence foods riot against Status Quo Regime.
Many retired American CEO refugee to New Zealand the policy complete eradicating virus .
The nation may be also last resort for coming methane fire storm world.
The aim of this report is to describe how to transform the world to New Zealand.

[ ] NAZI Ideologue causing the Upside Down World at now !
Once mankind history was violence ruling by king-nobility the hereditary,while Jew initiated
Christianism teaching democracy of justice,truth and brotherhood toward co-live in peace.
NAZIS was funded by Rockefeller(anti Jew)and was inherited to Bilderberg after the war,
Their obsessed ideology is the most dangerous white German Eugenics. God is a righteous
order(justice,truth,brotherhood),while Satan is the opposer causing the world upside down.

 NAZI Ideology Adorer CIA-Military Industry Complex Reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.
THE GOOD OF WAR
B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL

 Hitler’s Grievous Prediction on Coming Future View of 2039
http://www.777true.net/Hitlers-Grievous-Prediction-on-Coming-Future-View-of-2039.pdf
Once defeated NAZIS was to reincarnate in USA after the war(operation paperclip)toward
establishing CIA-military industry complex.Now they had hiddenly accomplished global
ruling by various conspiracy(Operation Condor in South America,Gradio in Europe,..).

 In past USA the outstanding military expenditure nation,CIA & US military has been
entirely and secretly researching various kind of war technology and grievous one making
mankind cattle< B>.COVID19 at this time may be their masterpiece.Now the weapon has
been killing massive people and trying to separate global people’s minds toward weaken
political unite against the Unique Enemy.Note the 9/11 was also caused by them NAZI.

 USA is very singular advanced nation without global standard madicare and social welfare
toward forcing people to work harder.Owing to such harder work American’s big tax, the
outstanding military expenditure has been keeping.Now American cinema culture had
turned to show rich violence seen with high tech props and background.Some American
warn and make resistance against such military nation regime with violence worship culture.
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 Operation EndGame in facing Climate Decay toward Global Extinction.
⒜Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater
of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world
for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
⒝In 1970s,EXXON-MOBIL(the emperor Rockefeller)had noticed, CO2 emission would
cause climate destruction.Then they might have decided to conceal it in order to evade
change in massive oil consumption regime.Note this is nothing,but revolution is more terrible
than defeating war. Thereby,it could not help to call them wicked spirit in high place,
which(God opposer) is to cause this world upside down .
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral
⒞The upside down world.
http://upsidedownworld.org/
“If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn’t we have to turn it over to get it to
stand up straight?”....Eduardo Galeano,

[ ] How to Turn the Upside Down World caused by NAZI USA.
Maybe none could not deny what was told in [ ]  Hitler’s Grievous Prediction on
Coming Future View of 2039.Then COVID19 event would be turning point whether we
would have been being ruled by NAZI hereafter,, or not.

Teaches on struggling against Satan in the Holy Scriptures.
3. Al-i-’Imran http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/
003.175 M.H.SHAKIR: It is only the Shaitan that causes you to fear from his friends,
but do not fear them, and fear Me if you are believers.

The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
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[ -1] Covid19 the Upside Down World
 Outrageous,Sudden,and Ridicule World Rising by Covid19 Expanding.
Unless all people testing(APT),none could not know who is infected,and who is not.Thus the
sudden ridicule lock-down world(assuming all people positive)had risen in a short time.After
all,the very incomplete lock-down with expensive business damage cost could not have
eradicated virus,but keep it toward second explosion.Thus no solution at now,but ATP.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

 Insidious Ruling Power Conspiring not to Eradicate Covid19.

CIA(NAZI)agent has been ruling Japan after the war.Now many had known clear advantage
of APT,while Japan government will not take ATP,but frequently recommend “new life style
with the virus”. Their temporal lock-down failed to re-increase infected numbers at now.
After all,there’s nothing prospection toward virus eradication for recovering normal business.
That is,the government has no will to assure nation people’s livelihoods(health care and
income care by recovering normal business with nothing virus).These situation seems not
only in Japan,but also in almost nations in the now world ???.

Now for many who once in full life could not imagine that government hereafter could not
assure all nation people’s life.It is coming foods shortage by drastic global climate collapse.

⑶ATP can Promptly Save the World !!
 ATP the Actual Case China Wuhan
The unique exception is China Wuhan who once executed 10 million people ATP by 20days
with cost 12$/person.
 Now they talk about Vaccine,however do you know the severe actuality ??
If virus was stable without rapid mutation,the vaccine might succeed,if not it become difficult.
This is deep medic problem,but not one for non experts.
Corona and population reduction (Bill Gates) subtitle version
http://www.asyura2.com/20/iryo6/msg/198.html
Now many in the world are accusing Bill Gate the fake vaccine billionaire philanthropist.
 ATP is Easy and Clear Problem for Non Experts.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

The unprecedented social chaos at now is only due to simple,but strong fact that
we can not know who is infected and who is not !!,unless All People Testing. ATP is
paradoxically rapid, cheap ,and above all,safe toward decisive social order recovering !!
 Without ATP,Healthy Business Regions without Virus will not Recovered again.
ATP clearly can separate people for medicare and for Business Recovery.
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 Contribution of Global Virus Riot Sharing Common Destiny in a small Planet.
Almost at once by altogether,all of us planet inhabitants were to face strong infecting virus.
Almost half year long,we all are sharing common painful news of the victims.Then note
It is climate now heading toward global extinction hell(far more than virus)that needs rapid
and stronger recognition of sharing common destiny in a small planet.

[ - ] Climate the Upside Down World
http://777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
Nothing substantial improvement by scientist with government has been done,but it has
been entirely becoming worse year by year(all of you know).Imminent Climate Collapsing
now has been heading toward fireball earth hell about 2040.Novel prize IPCC scientist will
not support emergent operation Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering(the Upside Down World).
It's possible in technology , but not by political reasons (the Upside Down World)

A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
This is sudden and irreversible gas burst warming toward fire ball earth and AMEG(UK)
proposed the Risk evading technology by Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020.
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

 How to Save Us by What to Do ?? 

Introduction:What has been in Trouble the Most ?
Few can act by logical intuition(science),but most can’t act until actually having looked risk.
The latter is fatal to cause too late.However now 2020 is not too late so long as we could
intercept Arctic Methane Bursting toward fire storm earth.Also there is drastic,but rather
risky method to rapidly and temporary down the global temperature(Cloud Making Machine)

Telling conclusion, there is salvation possibility by rapid technology implementation,
However there is no effective global political consensus to act due to the IGNORING.
On the contrary,there is silent,insidious but strong invisible consensus in global elites that
no actual salvation in climate,but fake climate political debates<Upside Down World>..
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A:Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk the most emergent Risk at now World.
In Arctic ocean sea floor,there are massive methane ice causing fire storm earth.The
intercepting is cooling Arctic ocean by cloud making machine for reduce sun heat input,
and shutting down(geo-engineering) cooling output strait current.Make haste not too late !!
The highest priority problem at now is who must decisively take the responsibility!!.Now the
scientists has been being silent,,because they once determined the engineering impossible.
Thus UNFCCC with IPCC scientist will not work for climate salvation<Upside Down World>
*UNFCCC＝United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

B:Allowing 2 is fatal.→Below 1.5 is possible by rapid 80％CO2 cut by 2020
Recent frequent large scale Wild Fires in {US,Russia,Australia & Brazil}is I can not breath !!
Big forest is decisive lung of earth which can decrease massive CO2.The brutal polices are
all ultra right terrorists against Climate Fixing.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

The highest priority problem at now is that it is technologically possible to accomplish 100%
new energy, However none will launch the actually effective realization.
That is, none will take the decisive emergent responsibility.

 Starting Action by altogether at once is Global Declaration of Climate Wartime.
The highest priority problem at now is who must decisively take the responsibility!!.Now the
scientists has been being silent,,because they once determined the engineering impossible.

 CLIMATE EARTH PRESIDENT !!
Who must take the Responsibility?=Global Election on Climate Earth President.
You may say author is dreamer,but also you could not help,but consent it.There is
nothing,but this !.UN chiefs do not reflect their Policy Approval by global inhabitants.In order
to make policy with person evident for all global people, CLIMATE PRESIDENT ELECTION
by global inhabitants may be best.Candidates could propose his concrete climate policy
which is to compete with each others toward revealing and educating climate facts.
Above all,the president must decisively take the deadly responsibility to intercept global life
extinction.Note the supreme responsibility must be equivalent with power toward
strong policy implementation to surely win the responsibility.
He may be also General Head Quarter of Climate Wartime Military.
 This is outrageously heavy task for president with supporting team.
Only confessing very inconvenient climate facts can accomplish climate salvation by
evading methane extinction,By anymore, we can not be allowed to deceive people from
deadly climate fact.Without climate fact,no climate engineering would work well.
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Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
IPCC(UN)has been hiding Arctic Methane Risk the highest priority one.

 This is also burden as people’s long tough life.
People in advanced nation had become too familiar with pleasure life.However it must be
turned to tough one for coming decades to survive.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf
Marine and forest natural CO2 absorption would take few decades to reach stable point.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
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 This is severe global management work.
This is climate fixing engineering which needs certain accuracy to complete the target task.

 The Two{A,B}Fundamental Operation as Climate War Strategy
⒠Operation{C}:People need stable foods and remedy life,
In coming climate wartime,global scale foods security may be the highest priority task.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

[ ] Coming Awful & Ugly World heading toward Extinction Hell.
Hereafter is worst case scenario anticipation by assumption on conserving now regime.
As was told in [ ] ,it is ruling by NAZI USA whose ideology is supremacism by nobility
hereditary<Rockefeller and Imperial UK>.It is strategy weak should die,while strong survive.
 Aim of Global Virus Spreading is destroying intimate Aural Democracy in facing
Climate Worsened Time when foods security would become worse year by year..
That is,a nation would become impossible to assure all nation people livelihood
anymore.If one carefully and sincerely research coming era of climate worsened time,also
you could notice it.Now many has been neglecting coming unfavorable inconvenient fact
in pleasure life at now

 Thereby they plot something causing mutual killing in people toward ugly and awful world.

 Dynamics of People’s Social Behavior may be positive feedback.That is people’s good
deeds between them enhance good deeds toward good co-living While it would have once
become bad,society would go toward more bad as time goes on.
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APPENDIX-1:Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing
is done in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
Now this web page has been being closed.Then important matter is that we could change
our future by our will.This is told by Jucelino Luz himself.

APPENDIX-2:Music predictions in coming climate hell world.
 Jumping Jack Flash by Mick Jager the Roling Stones UK(1969).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cPXwc-5Kw8&list=RD0cPXwc-5Kw8&start_radio=1&t=0
 Save the children in album What's going on by Marvin Gaye USA(1971).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTVjnBo96Ug&list=RDFEA-m4kibzM&index=2
 Poem"Vers la Flamme(Toward the Flame,1914)"

by Alexander Nikolayevich Scriabin(1872-1915),
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

APPENDIX-3:The Business as Usual Has Been Killing You !!!.
After world war the 2nd,the world had accomplished unprecedented prosperity(with
unprecedented economic classification by imperial exploitations)in matter civilization,people
in advanced nations still has been living unprecedented pleasure life(it is so to say a
drugged not to awake)with invislble,but outrageous damaging earth environment.Now has
become time to pay outrageously awful and painful compensations.Thus we ourselves the
haughty must once have died and reincarnate someone new.Above all,highly educated are
dangerous not to change due to strong beliefe in established science,technology,and
business.Those are not complete,but wrong enough to cause todays disasters.For such
people,try bungee jumping.
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